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expect. To any reasonable person the question is not, Is it sensible to think that God

would reveal himself. The question is, is the Bible God's revelation and if it is not, what

is? It would be very strange indeed if there were not some way in which He reveals himself.

If any idea can be called simple, revelation is a simple idea. It is something which is a

very common feature of personality, it is one of the most natural things in human life. Today

we have men going into a laboratory and apparently finding truth about certain subjects. What

do we need of revelation today? revelation is the most deL,endable method of finding truth,

provLed you have a proper source fo; your revelaUn. Revelation is a method without which

no science would have progressed very far. 95's of all the scientists in the world today

have 'earned at least 90% of all they know by revelation . There is not a scientist anywhere

who has not learned at least 3/1+ of all he knows by revelation and not a high school teacher of

science who has not lerned at least 99 of all he knows through revelathn. None of our

scientists would have gone very far if it were not for communication from other personalities.

There s no man who has ever had the ability or the time or the knowledee to sit down and

start with abs1te iorance and fire out the science of ph-'sics, or chemistry, or biolor,

or anything elae. He has the great bulk of what he has by communication from others and has

added to t a 2ttle and has checked here and there. ILL. - Mt. Wilson observatory and the

taking of pictures of the sun in different parts of the world at different times so that

every i-ior there are sixty pictures taken of the- sun and b these they have learned, a great

deal about the sun. In order to get this information they must have the communications

from different people in different places at different times. Thus communication is one

of the ost im;ortant factors in the advance of any science. Newton would never in the world

have discovered the law of gravitation if it were not others who for many long years had.

made observations of the planet and coUected all the information they could get and Newton

ha this material to assemble and to study. He presented the idea of gravitation which was

a complete reversal of all previous theories. Newton differs on gravite tion a thousand times

from pre-vious ideas than Einstein does from Newton. Einntein has a nice little improvement

on Newton but to say the Einstein differs from Newton just as Newton did. previously± is

absurd. It is merely an improvement in some small details. Comnu.nication or revelation is

one of the most outstanding features in gaining knowledge of any kind. You know that I often
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